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An extremely easy to implement, fully functional, mobile 
bar code scanning solution for warehouse workers to 
manage inventory transactions real-time.

Mobile
Warehouse



Ideal Solution For …
Every SAP Business One customers are potential users of BX Mobile 

Warehouse whether they handle tens or thousands of warehouse 

transactions. 

The ideal customer is seeking a very easy to implement solution without the 

difficulties of complicated logistics systems. BX Mobile Warehouse strength 

lies in simplicity versus complexity, while large number of transactions not 

being a problem at all at the same time: easy-to-use as well as 

high-performing. Straightforward business processes are readily available 

straight from the box, while extensive customizability makes possible to 

fine-tune these processes for ultimate convenience.

What BX Mobile Warehouse 
Does For Your Business?
BX Mobile Warehouse is a mobile application for SAP Business One 9 to 

manage stock transactions. 

The architecture of the solution supports even dozens of warehouse workers 

to perform tens of thousands of inventory transactions concurrently against 

a company warehouse database. All major SAP Business One 9 inventory 

transactions are supported including pick-lists, stock counting, bin locations, 

serial/batch numbers as well as deliveries and goods receipts. The client 

component is a native Windows CE/Mobile application for ultimate speed, 

while the server component is a scalable, robust, high performing business 

logic transaction engine.

NO LIMITS in 
MOBILITY
MOBILE

Comprehensive mobile 

warehousing features.

_

SIMPLE

Reduced operational costs 

and much less human errors.

_

SCALABLE

Specifically optimized for 

HANA and cloud.

_

INTEGRATED

All native SAP Business One 

9 stock transactions 

are supported.

_

VERSATILE

Customizability from the box. 

Excellent training and 

implementation methodology.



Warehouse operations are easier and more effective.  

Workers get a simple and mobile-optimized program 

which is an interface to SAP data entry and data query. 

Only simple mobile transaction processes are exposed. 

Functions
Serial/Batch number are supported;

Incoming and outgoing inventory transactions 
(Goods Receipt, Purchase Order, Sales 
Order, Deliveries, Packaging);

Pick-Lists including two-phase processes;

Stock Counting, Sales Returns, A/R Credit Memos;

Incoming and Replenishment Recommendations;

Stock Transfers, Requests;

Reporting and Querying Stocks;

All Production Transactions;

Printing fully Customizable Labels;

Managing Unit of Measurement Groups;

Mobile client customization with user queries;

GS1-128 (UCC/EAN-128) barcodes 
(with select AIM codes).

Benefits
All SAP Business One inventory transactions 
supported; no need to learn new concepts and 
processes;

Extensive mobile customization with familiar user 
defined fields and user queries (unique in its class);

Optimized for SAP HANA and runs perfectly on 
Microsoft SQL Server, too via an unbreakable, 
lightning fast, very easy to install and simple to 
administer business logic server;

SAP Certification in progress;

Very short implementation and learning period. 
Even with extensive customizations an 
implementation may be completely reasonable;

Excellent and extensive documentation (including 
dozens of videos) and implementation 
methodology;

For the appealing price of a package-software 
customers will get a full range of functionality 
suitable and customizable to individual requests;

Experienced and well-proven support team with 
fast-paced maintenance and upgrades;

Extensive partner channel to get the quickest and 
highest level of customer care.



Sales Order

Pick list

Delivery 
preparation 

area

Create Pick lists 
for sales orders from SAP

Collect items from storage 
locations for shipping Load items into truck 1 2 3

Picking and shipping with BX Mobile Warehouse

Our Customers
More than hundred satisfied customers use BX Mobile Warehouse world-wide. Most of them use the system as-is 

just from the box with some simple customizations. A number of customers implemented major customization, 

though; in an extreme example a customer applied more than one hundred customization points. 

Here are a couple of our customers we are proud of: 

A huge innovative on-line store in Africa with hundreds of thousands of transactions offering a third-party 
online marketplace, as well as first-party direct retail various categories;

A leading serial numbered appliance distributor in the Central-European Region, delivering and supporting 
residential air conditioners;

A leading innovator (Germany, Singapore) for ventilator and engines worldwide with thousands of different 
products, with large export share, present in a number of countries throughout the world.

BX Software is a product brand specifically designed for SAP Business One, SAP’s ERP solution for small and midsized enterprises.   The 

products of the brand have been developed by an active leading global provider of manufacturing solutions since 2004. BX Software 

products are cost-effective software solutions that help customers make their businesses even more successful, and extend SAP Business 

One with excellent manufacturing functions. The products are regularly maintained and systematically quality improved while supported 

by an experienced team of engineers and experts. As a result of the progressive development and market expansion today more than 600 

customers use BX Software solutions worldwide. 
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